Conclusions
• Dissolution of ruthenium was observed in the 80-cell stack • Duration testing was performed in single cell MEAs to determine the pathway of cell degradation -EDAX analysis on each of the single cell MEAs has shown that the Johnson Matthey commercial catalyst is stable in DMFC operation for 250 hours, no ruthenium dissolution was observed -Changes in the hydrophobicity of the cathode backing papers was minimum -Electrode polarization analysis revealed that the MEA performance loss is attributed to changes in the cathode catalyst layer
• Ruthenium migration does not seem to occur during cell operation but can occur when methanol is absent from the anode compartment, the cathode compartment has access to air, and the cells in the stack are electrically connected to a load (Shunt Currents).
• The open-to-air cathode stack design allowed for:
-The MEAs to have continual access to oxygen -The stack to sustain shunt currents
• Ruthenium dissolution in a DMFC stack can be prevented by -Developing an internally manifolded stacks that seal reactant compartments when not in operation -Bringing the cell voltages to zero quickly when not in operation -Limiting to total number of cells to 25 in an effort to limit shunt currents
